A minimally invasive displacement sensor for measuring brain micromotion in 3D with nanometer scale resolution.
Electrophysiological recordings from a single or population of neurons are currently the standard method for investigating neural mechanisms with high spatio-temporal resolution. It is often difficult or even impossible to obtain stable recordings because of brain movements generated by the cardiac and respiratory functions and/or motor activity. An alternative approach to extensive surgical procedures aimed to reduce these movements would be to develop a control system capable of compensating the relative movement between the recording site and the electrode. As a first step towards such a system, an accurate method capable of measuring brain micromotion, preferably in 3D, in a non-invasive manner is required. A wide variety of technical solutions exist for displacement measurement. However, increased sensitivity in the measurement is often accompanied by strict limitations to sensor handling, implementation and external environment. In addition, majority of the current methods are limited to measurement along only one axis. We present a novel, minimally invasive, 3D displacement sensor with displacement resolution exceeding 70 nm along each axis. The sensor is based on optoelectronic detection of movements of a spring-like element with three degrees of freedom. It is remarkably compact with needle-like probe and can be packaged to withstand considerable mishandling, which allow easy implementation to existing measurement systems. We quantify the sensor performance and demonstrate its capabilities with an in vivo measurement of blowfly brain micromotion in a preparation commonly used for electrophysiology.